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FURTHER RESULTS ON CONVERGENCE ACCELERATION

FOR CONTINUED FRACTIONS K(an/\)
BY

LISA JACOBSEN

Abstract. If K(a'„/\) is a convergent continued fraction with known tails, it can be

used to construct modified approximants/„* for other continued fractions K(a„/\)

with unknown values. These modified approximants may converge faster to the

value/of K(an/\) than the ordinary approximants/, do. In particular, if a„ — a'„ -» 0

fast enough, we obtain \f — f*\/\f — f„\-* 0; i.e. convergence acceleration, the

present paper also gives bounds for this ratio of the two truncation errors, in many

cases.

1. Introduction. A continued fraction

M lï       K (a"\ -°'      £l     Si(u)   „=,ItJ- 1 + 1 + 1 +•■■
1 +

1 +

0=^fl„ EC for all«,

is said to converge if its sequence of approximants {/„} converges (possibly to oo),

where

<>-2>        /. = A(t)=T + T+... + T   »»-0.1.2.....
(7(°=,(am/l) = 0.) The value of such a convergent continued fraction is

(1.3) /= lim/» = k(^).

In general, this value is not known, so, at least when/^ oo, it is approximated by/„,

where n is large enough to ensure the wanted accuracy. (Truncation error estimates

exist for several kinds of continued fractions.)

If (/„} converges slowly, a faster method to approximate the value / would be

welcome. Already in 1869, Sylvester [12] used the following idea in an example:

Using the approximant /„ for the value/of 7i(a„/l) is the same as replacing the «th

tail

<'-4> ^=„I+,(t)=£t1+£t
2

+
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by 0. Why not replace fin) by something else, something that may be closer to the

value of/(n) than 0 is? In his example lim an — oo, and he suggested using modified

approximants,

ax      a2 an
(1-5) f;=l- + -+... + JZi—    torn =1,2,3,...,

where wn was appropriately chosen. Glaisher [5] made use of this same idea and

example a few years later. But the method was not really explored further until 1959,

when Wynn [17] extended Sylvester's and Glaisher's works, and in 1965, when

Hayden [6] gave some new results. But still, only the case lim an = oo was really

treated with success.

Beginning in 1973, Gill [1,2,3] initiated the method used for more general limit

1-periodic continued fractions, where lim an — a. For wn in (1.5), he suggested the

value of the 1-periodic continued fraction

(1.6) *i=y + y + y+...= -2 + ^a + ^'

where a & (-oo, - j] U {0}, since fin) — xx -> 0 in this case. In [14], Thron and

Waadeland developed a complete theory for using these modified approximants in

the limit 1-periodic case with a^O. Their work also includes estimates for the ratio

between the truncation errors for the ordinary approximant, /„, and the modified

one,/,*, and thus an estimate for the improvement obtained by this method.

In [7], the author extended part of their theory to more general continued

fractions. This time, vv„ in (1.5) is chosen to be the finite tail/*"' of some known

auxiliary continued fraction K(a'n/\) where an — a'n^> 0. Among other things, upper

bounds for the ratio \f — f* \/\f — fn | were found under the conditions that

(i) there exists a sequence {r„}™=0 with rn 3= 1, such that

,     , |l+/("+1)'|       |/(n)'|
(1.7)-■---->77>0    for« = 0,l,2,...,

rn+\ rn

which, at least when K(a'n/\) is limit ^-periodic, only can be true if

(1.8) \h„ + f(nY\ > Ô > 0   from some «on,

where

(1.9) A„=l + y + ^p + ...+Y    for« =1,2,3,...;

and

(ii) an, a'n E En, where {£„} is a sequence of subsets of the complex plane, with

certain properties.

The purpose of this paper is to find upper bounds for \f — f* \/\f — f„\, without

having to restrict ourselves to continued fractions satisfying these two conditions.

Since we are concerned with the ratio of the truncation errors, we will, in this paper,

restrict ourselves to convergence of K(an/\) to a finite value.

The main result is presented in §3 of this paper. In §2 some basic definitions and

notation are given, in §4 some examples, and in §5 the main theorem of this paper is

compared to earlier results in [7,14].
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2. Basic definitions and notation. A continued fraction (1.1) can be generated by a

sequence of linear fractional transformations

(2.1) ,B(w)=_£a_    for« =1,2,3,...

in the following way: Let

(2.2) S0(w) = w,       S„(w) = S„_x(sn(w))   for« = 1,2,3,....

Then

/   ^      0\       o-, a„ A„ + A„_,w

(2-3)   ^)=f + f + ---+TT^ = t+t^    for« = 0,l,2,...,

where

(-)    An=An_x+anAn_2,       Bn = BnX+anBn2       for «= 1,2,3,....

Further, the ordinary and the modified approximants can be written

(2.5) fn = S„(0) = ^,      f: = Sn(w„)       for « = 0,1,2,...,

respectively, and

(2.6) «„ = -A- = -SB-'(oo)    for« =1,2,3,...,
Ä»-i

where «„is defined by (1.9), and

(2.7) /-S„(x) = £„(/<">)-S„(x)

_ (AnB„_x-BnAn_x)(x -/<»>)

#-,(*„+/("))K + *)
for « = 1,2,3,.

This notation is quite commonly used in connection with continued fractions, and

it is as used in [9]. Furthermore, we adopt the conventions from [9], that an ¥= 0 for

all « if 7i"(an/l) is a continued fraction.

The tail (1.4) of 7C(a„/l) may also be regarded as a continued fraction, and as

such is generated by {s'£)}™=,, where

(2-8) ^ s'n?i")=yf¿    form =1,2,3,....

In analogy with (2.2)-(2.6), we get the notation S(m"\ A^\ B(m"\ f^"\ «(mn). (Note

that Sm = S£\Am = A<%, etc.)

In this paper we are going to let K(a'n/\) denote the auxiliary continued fraction,

and let S¿,, SjfY, A'm,... refer to this auxiliary continued fraction.

3. The main result. We return to the situation described in §1: Let 7i(an/l) be a

convergent continued fraction with a finite, unknown value. (There exists a wide

range of convergence theorems for continued fractions, stating sufficient conditions

on {an} for the convergence of K(an/\) to a finite value.) To approximate this finite

value, we could use an approximant /„ = Sn(0). But, if we have another convergent
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continued fraction K(a'n/l), where all the values/'"' of the tails are known, and

where an — a'n -» 0, then we can use K(a'JX) as a tool to construct modified

aproximants Sn(f{n)) for K(an/\), hoping that {Sn(f(n) )} will converge to/faster

than (5„(0)} does.

In the following theorem we compare the speed of convergence to / for these two

different sequence of approximants for 7i(a„/l), by giving upper bounds for the

ratio |/- S„( /<">') 1/1/ -S„(0) |.

Theorem 3.1. Let K(an/\) be a convergent continued fraction with finite value f.

Further, let K(a'n/\) be a convergent continued fraction, where all the values of the

tails /(n) are known and finite. If

i\ I , i   -,   V*"n     1 'n)rn— 1        / i;      -_  ^
(1) \an - a„\ < -—-   for all n>2,

»n'n-l

where {7„}^=0 is a sequence of real numbers chosen such that tn > 0 for all « > 1 and

such that

(3.1) Dn = t„+x\\+r"+iY\-tn\p"Y\>0   forn =1,2,3,...,

a«¿7 nTiere ( rn} is a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative numbers such that r„ < 77„ _,,

and

(ii) lim S„i/<">')=/,
n-» oo

(3-2)

forn = 1,2,3,

/-Sw(0) r(»V

'.+lll+/("+I>'l-VH

Jr/+1 I tntn+\

Before proving this theorem, some remarks concerning its content will be pre-

sented.

Remarks. 1. This theorem states a kind of generalization of an earlier result by

the author [7, Theorem 4.1], since it is valid for a much larger selection of continued

fractions; larger where both the admissible auxiliary continued fractions and the

possible speed of convergence of | an — a'n \ are concerned. In many cases it also gives

better bounds than [7] does, for \f — f* \/\f — fn \. This is shown in §5.

2. To apply this theorem to a given continued fraction requires a lot of work. One

must

(a) find an auxiliary continued fraction,

(b) find a sequence {?„}, and compute the corresponding sequences {77„},

(c) find a sequence {/„} such that condition (i) is satisfied,

(d) check that condition (ii) is satisfied,

(e) determine the asymptotic behavior of (3.2), if that is of interest. In many cases

this includes finding upper bounds for |«„|/|«„ +/<n) I and studying their asymp-

totic behavior. Also if values of (3.2) are wanted for finite «, upper bounds for
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|«J/|«„+/(n) | may be wanted for computational reasons, although hn can be

determined by the recursion relations

(3.3) «, = 1,       «„=1+«„/«„_,    for«>2,

which give a stable computation.

Therefore, the results in §4, may be regarded as the main results, whereas this

theorem plays the role of a lemma.

3. (3.1) is no restriction on K(a'n/\), because f(n)' ¥= oo implies that 11 +/<n+1)'|

> 0, and for any D > 0, {/„} defined by

77+ íJ/<">'i
(3.4) 1,

1+/
(«+!)'I

for« = 0,1,2,.

is a possible choice. (Dn = 77.) It is, however, not necessarily a good choice, because

the bounds for \an — a'n\ and (3.2) depend on Dn_x/tn and rn/tn < Dn_x/tn. By

choosing [tn] such that 77„_,/r„ is as large as possible and nondecreasing (if that is

possible, otherwise as slowly decreasing as possible), and such that [Dn] does not

fluctuate too much, the set of continued fractions K(an/\) for which a given

K(a'J\) can be used as an auxiliary continued fraction, will be as large as possible.

Thereafter one may choose {r„} to fit the special K(an/\).

4. Condition (ii) may seem rather awkward. But actually, in many examples of

sequences of convergence regions {£„}, we have the situation that Sn(Vn) shrinks to a

point as « -» oo, for any continued fraction K(aJ\) where an G En for all «. Here

{Vn} is a sequence of closed value regions corresponding to {En}. (For a definition

of convergence and value regions, see [9, p. 64].) Therefore, if an, a'n G En for all «,

we get, in this case, that lim„_00S„(/(")) =/= \\mn^xSn(f("y), since both/(n) and

/<n) G Vn for all «. Examples of such sequences {£„} are given in Examples 3.1 and

3.2.

5. These modified approximants give a substantial improvement in the speed of

convergence if

|/-sn(/<»>')|/l/-sn(o)|-o.

Since

(3.5)
D.-r. n+\ 'n+1 1+/

(«+!)'I -,
'n+1

tt n+1

we see that a necessary condition for the right-hand side of (3.2) to tend to 0, is that

a„ — a'„-> 0, except in the special case where the sequence

\K\ 1 1
(3.6)

a n+\I hn +/<»>'|

has a limit point at 0.

6. (3.2) can be replaced by

!*„+/
(»)'i 1

for« = 1,2,3,...,

(3-2)'
/-s„(/<">')

f-snio) h„+/<»)'

\an+i-a'n+i\tn+]+\f("y\rn+x

'n+1
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which is a slightly better result if | an+x - an+,|«(77„ - rn+x)rjtntn+x, or by

(3.2)"
f-s„if(nY)

f-sM «„+/<">'

i+/(n+,)>„

which is simpler, but not quite as sharp.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. By (2.7) we have

(3.7)
/-s»(/(n)')

f-s„io) «„+/<">'

(«) _ /•(»)'fW~f

f (n)
for « > 1.

To find upper bounds for |/<n) — f(n) |/|/<n) |, we proceed as follows:

(3-8)
<») _ /(«)'Z1"1-/

/
(")

/(«)'(!+/(«+'))

'n+1

a„+1-a;+1-/C>'(/("+1)-/("+,0

|an+,-<+.l+l/<",'ll/<"+1)-/("+1)'l

Therefore it is convenient to have bounds for |/(n) — /(n) |. Let X^ be defined by

(3.9) X(;) = ^n)(/("+A:)')-/<">'    for k,n = 0,1,2,....

Then, by induction on k, \ X(k") |< rn/tn for all k s= 0 and « 3= 1, because

(3.10) |X(0n)| =\Skn)(finY)-f("y\ = 0<-    for all n >1,
'n

(3.11)

I*;1
_  /(n)'

1 +5<"_V)(/("+/t>') /
"n+1 "n+1 7 AA-|

1+/ (n+1)'   i   x<"+|)

I l+/("+1,'l-/•„+,/'„+,

—    for all « > 1 when A: > 0,

('„+, I l+/(n+,)'l-/•„+,)'„

'n+1

by use of condition (i), the fact that {>„} is nonincreasing, (3.1) and the fact that

(3.12)    |1 + /<"+1)'| -|XÏ+,'>| >\l + /<"+1)'| - ^ >\\ + /<"+1>'| - A
'n+1 t„_¡_

=   rL['n+.|l+/(n+,)'|-Aj
'n+1

= Ja_|y(«y|>o    for« 3=1,
'n+1

because <+1 =/(n)'(l +/("+1)'), where/("+,)> oo anda„+, ^ 0.
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By condition (ii) and the fact that S„ is continuous, we know that

(3.13)

/=   lim Sn+k(f<"+kV) =   lim S„(S<">(/("+*y)) = Sn( lim S^(f{n+kY))-

Since Sn is injective and/= Sn(f(n)), this implies that

lim S(kn)(f(n+ky) =/(n)forall«>0.
k-*oo

Furthermore, since | X(k] |< rjtn for a\\k,n> 1, we see that |/<n> - /(n)' |< rjtn for

all « s= 1. When this is substituted in (3.8), we finally get

(3.14)

(n) _ fin)'fW-f
r(n)

r„jD„ - rn+x)/tntn+, + |/(n)'| •/•„+iA„+,

K+il

r„Dn-rnrn+x+tn\f("Y\rn __ tn+x | 1 + /<"+1>'| -r„H

lfln+l l'n'n+1

for all « > 1, by condition (i), the fact that {rn) is nonincreasing, and (3.1). This

concludes the proof.    D

Comment. The inequality (3.8) may seem rather rough. However, in [7] it is proved

that under mild conditions we have

(3.15) ûn-û;-0**/(n)-/(n)'-^0

if {/*"'} is bounded. If {/(n) ) is not bounded, however, that is, if {/(n>} has a limit

point at oo (in Theorem 3.1,/(n) ¥= oo for all «), then we may give away too much

in (3.8). This suggests that the bounds given in (3.2) can be improved in this case.

In Remark 2  following the theorem, we mentioned that upper bounds for

I hn l/l hn + /"" I could be of interest. Clearly,

(3.16)
«„+/<">'

< 1 + 1/(")'l

!«„+/<"» I

so these can be obtained by establishing lower bounds for | «„ + /(n) |. We will now

see some examples of cases where such bounds are known.

Example 3.1. The sequence of bounded parabolic regions {£„} given by

(3.17) En = Pan n {z G C; \z\ < M)    for «= 1,2,3,...,

where

(3.18) Pan = {z G C; \z\ - Re(ze-'2a) < 2g„(l - g„+1)cos2a},

(3.19)

M>0,        \a\<ir/2,       0<g,<l,       0 < e < gn < 1 - e    for all « > 1

and some e G (0, ^),and

(3.20) S   III— -l) diverges,
A:=l  n=l  \ £"+1 '
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was proved by Thron [13] to be a sequence of convergence regions of the type

mentioned in Remark 4 following Theorem 3.1. Furthermore, he proved that

(3.21)    Re( «„<?-"*)
j +   n:„(i/fe+, -1)

g„+,cosa   for all « > 1
W^l/fc+i - 1)

if an G En for all «. Since

(3.22) |«„ +/(n)'| ^ Re(«ne-'a) + Re(/(n)e-'a),

combining this with (3.21), can give a useful lower bound if an G En for all «. If, in

addition, a'n G £„ for all «, we have Re(/(n)e"'a) ^ -g„+1 cosa from Thron's proof.

Applied to (3.22) this results in

f["        (\ /g —   1)
(3.23) |7tB +/<">'[>     u»«-iV /«m+i-> osa   for an „>i.

1 '   2;r¿n¿,=1(i/gm+I - i)*"+l

In particular,

(3.24) Re( V"") > Y ( 1 + n ) cos «,       |A. + /<">] > ^

for all « > 1, when g„ = 5 for all n. Similarly,

(3.25) Re(«ne--)>(«+l + ^-^)^r    forall«>l,

and

1 ,, >-i cosa cosa
<3-2">    lA-+^'la(2,+ .«.,!/, »(2.+ 1X1 + log„)     tMall":*1'

when g„ = m/(2« — 1) for all «.

Example 3.2. The sequence {£„} given by

(3.27) ^2n-i — Ex — [z G C; z — c2 where |c ± ia\ < p),

(3.28) £2„ = 7i2= (z GC;z = c2where|c±/(l + fl)| s*p},

for all « > 1, where a G C, |a|<p<|l+a|, was proved by Thron and Lange [9, p.

124] to be a sequence of convergence regions. Later Lange [10] proved that they were

uniform and of the types mentioned in Remark 4 following Theorem 3.1, and that

(3.29) \h2n_x- l-ak„\<pkn,       \h2„ + m„a\ ^ mnP

for all « » 1, provided an G En for all «. Here

(3.30)

n _ 1 « + 1 + Re a — vp2 — (Im a)
- =,       w„ = -

« + Re a — vp2 — (Im a)

Since we also have, from Lange's proof, that

(3.31) |/<2"-'>'+ 1 +û|>p,        |/<2")'- a| < p,
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provided a'„ G £„ for all «, we get

(3.32)

|/<2"->' + «2„_,| > (P -\a\)(\ - kn),        \r2"y + h2n\ > (p -\a\)(mn - 1).

In the special case where a = 0, we get

(3.33) |«2„ +f<2-y\ > J(l - p),       |A2n_, + /<2"->'| > ^(1 - p),

if a„, a^, G En for all «.

Example 3.3. Let K(an/l) be a limit /c-periodic continued fraction such that

(3.34) lim akn+p = a' ¥= 0   for allp G {1,2,.. .,k).
n-» oo

If K(a'n/\), where a¿„+/, = a'p for all n > 1 and allp G (1,2,.. .,k), is a convergent,

fc-periodic continued fraction such that S'k(w) has two distinct fixed points, then we

know from [8, Theorem 2.2A] that K(an/\) converges (possibly to oo). Since the

values of the tails/(n) and K(a'n/\) are easy to find (they are solutions of quadratic

equations), we can use K(a'n/\) as an auxiliary continued fraction for computing the

value/of K(a„/\). By [8, Theorem 2.2C], we see that lim S„(f(n)') = /, if/<"»' are all

finite. Therefore we can use Theorem 3.1 to estimate the possible improvement if

\an — a'n | is small enough, and/and/'"' are finite.

In this case we do not always get explicit bounds for \hn + /(n) |, as in Example

3.1. However, we know that |«„ + f(n) \> 8 > 0, at least from some « on, since, by

[16, Theorem 4.1], hkn+ -> -w' as « -» oo, where w'p is the fixed point of Skp)'(w)

such that wp¥=f{pY for all p G {1,2,...,k), ([16, Theorem 4.1] is only stated for

k = 1. That the part, that we apply, is also true for k > 1, can be seen by taking

^-contractions.)

To construct modified approximants for K(an/\) given by (3.34), we could also

use a limit ^-periodic continued fraction K(a'¿/\), where a'¿ — a'n -* 0, as a tool, if

its tails/(n)" are all known. We would still have S„(/(n)") -»/by [8, Theorem 2.2C]

and | «„ + /(n>"\> S > 0, at least from some « on, by [16, Theorem 4.1] and the fact

that /(n>' - f(n)" -> 0 by an application of [8, Theorem 2.2C]. So, if f(n)" are all

finite, we can again use Theorem 3.1 to obtain a measure for the improvement, if

I an ~ a'n I is small enough.

We can also allow a'p = 0 for one or more p G {\,2,...,k}, both if we use

K(a'n/\) or K(a'^/\) as auxiliary continued fractions, even though K(a'n/\) will

then not be a continued fraction by our definition. (If we use K(a'n/\), we need k

large enough to obtain any improvement. We then use

/(n)' _ fln+l an + k   \
1 1    + - +   1   7

If, in addition, /(n) (or f(n)") and / are all finite, we can still use Theorem 3.1 if

| an — a'n | is small enough, by [8, Theorem 2.2, Comment 3]. The special case where

k = 1, that is an -» 0, was treated by Gill [4]. He used another kind of modification.

If we try to use AT(0/1) as an auxiliary "continued fraction", we get/'"' = 0 for all

«, which gives f* = S„(0) = /„. But limit 1-periodic continued fractions K(a'¿/\) can
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still be of importance as auxiliary continued fractions. For instance, the continued

fraction K(a'^/\) given by

z
(3.35) a„ = for« 3* 1,

(c + n- \)(c + n)

with z, c complex constants, c ¥= 0, -1, -2,..., has tails given by

f(„r =     4>(c + n;z)
(3.36) f(

4>(c + « + 1; z)

where \p(d; z) is the confluent hypergeometric function

1    for « 3= 0,

(3.37) *(</;*) = 1 +
1   z

</ 1!      ¿(¿+1)2!
+ •

by [9, Theorem 6.4]. Therefore it can be used to accelerate the convergence of a

continued fraction K(an/\), where an -» 0 "in a neighborhood of a„" f°r a fixed

value of z.

4. Applications. This section can, in many ways, be regarded as the main section of

this paper, whereas the foregoing section could have been named: A fundamental

lemma. In light of Remark 2 following Theorem 3.1, the more specific results

obtained here will be more useful in many of the cases where bounds for

1/ - 5„(/<n)') 1/1/ - S„(0) | are wanted.

Some numerical examples will also be given to compare the relative speed of

convergence of (5„(0)} and {S„(f(n))), and to compare the bounds given by

Theorem 3.1 with the actual values of \f - S„( /(n)) \/\f - S„(0) \.

The first example is possibly also the most obvious one.

Example 4.1. Let K(an/l) and K(a'n/\) be as described in Example 3.3, with

f¥^ oo and f("Y ¥= oo for all «. By [8, Theorem 2:ID], we then know that the

sequence {tn} given by

n + *-l

tn=   2
m n+k—1

n ¡i+/oti- n \fuY
j=n+\ j=m+\

for n = 0,1,2,...,(4.1)

is such that, independently of n,

k k

(4.2)    77n = i„+1|l+/<"+"'|-'nl/(")1=   II  |l+/(m)'|-   II  \fimY\=D,
m= 1 m=1

where 77 > 0. Since lim„^00Sn(/(n) ) =/ by Example 3.3, Theorem 3.1 gives the

following result.

If
D2

\a„ — a„ (1 - rn)rn_x   for all n^ 2,

where {/■„} ¿s a nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers =? 1, then

(4.3)

for all n > 1.

f-s„ifinY)

f-s„io)
\"n\       '„+> I l+/(n+,)'l-'„+,£

\K+f(nY\ \an+\ l'n'n+1
Dr.
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(Here, /„ and 77 are given by (4.1) and (4.2), and rn in Theorem 3.1 is replaced by

rnD, where rn < 1.) By Example 3.3 we know that |n„ + f(n)' \> 8 > 0 from some «

on, and that a'p = 0 for one or more p G {1,2,..., A} is permissible.

This is an example where also [7, Theorem 4.1] applies, but, as will be shown in

§5, with not too much advantage. The following numerical example illustrates this.

Example 4.1.1. In [7] the convergence of K(an/\), where an = a'n + 0.3" for all «

and K(a'n/\) is the 5-periodic continued fraction

(4.4) *(*)-
8     ]2     8

1+1+1 i

was studied. A table of the improvement obtained by using modified approximants

Sn(f{n)), was also made [7, Table 4.1]. We can now add a new line to that table.

These new bounds correspond to using rn — 1.25 • 0.3"+ ' for all « > 1. We have also

used (3.16) with \hn +f(n)'\> 1, as is done in [7].

1 10 20

f-s„if(nY)

f-sM 0.0006 0.002 0.00001 1.0 • 10"7 1.4- 10
-12

Upper bounds

by [7]
1.01 0.35 0.007 1.8 • 10"5 1.0 • 10"

Upper bounds

by Theorem 3.1
0.17 0.056 0.0012 2.9 • 10-6 1.7- 10""

Table 4.1

One of the main advantages of Theorem 3.1 is, however, that {tn} may be

unbounded. This implies that the case where K(a'n/\) is ^-periodic and S'k(w) is

parabolic, can also be taken care of, as we are going to see in the following example.

Example 4.2. Let K(an/\) be a limit /c-periodic continued fraction such that

(3.34) holds, and such that S'k(w) is parabolic. By [9, Theorem 3.1] we know that

K(a'n/\), where a'kn+p = a'p for all « 3= 1 and p G {1,2,...,A:}, converges (possibly

to oo). Furthermore, K(an/\) also converges (possibly to oo), if an — a'n -* 0 fast

enough. (This can be seen by using [11, Satz 2.22,2] on the limit 1-periodic

/c-contractions of K(an/\).)

Let us assume that K(a„/\) converges to a finite value, and that /(n) are all

finite. With the notation from Examples 3.3 and 4.1, we then get f(py = w' and

'n+i 11 +/(n+1)'| -i„|/(n)'|= 0 for all « (tn given by (4.1)). Therefore, we define a

new sequence [t*] in this case by

(4.5) t* = (n + 8)t„   for all «>0,

where 8 is a constant > -1. Then t * > 0 for all « 3s 1, and

(4.6)      77* = C+,|1 +/<"+1)'|-Cl/(")1=í„+,|l +/("+,)1=i„|/(n)'l>0
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for all n > 0. Theorem 3.1 therefore gives, on the assumptions above:

If

n +/(n)'||i +/<"^1)'i
\o„ — a.

(n + 8)(n- 1 +8)
(1 -r„)r„_y   for all n> 2,

where {rn} is a sequence of positive numbers < 1 such that {r„D*_x} is nonincreasing,

andifSn(f(nY)^f,then

(4.7)
f-S,UW)
f-sM

\K\       |i+/("+l)'|| !+/<">'!

\hn+f(nY\ \aH+l\in + ô)

for all n> 1.

K(an/\) converges and S„(finY) - /if a„ G E„ for all «, where {£„) is defined by

(3.17)or(3.27)-(3.28).

The special case k—\, that is a'n = -\, was treated in detail in [14]. For

comparison between the two results, see §5.

To compare the results of Example 4.2 with the actual improvement, let us again

study some numerical examples.

Example 4.2.1. The limit 2-periodic continued fraction K(an/\), where

(4.8)

'2n-l 2 + XÍ +
8-2«(2«- 1)3/2 ' Û2n = 2-  j»

8(2« + 1)(2«)3/2

for all « > 1, is such that an G £„ for all «, where {£„} is defined by (3.17) with

a = 0, M = 3, and g„ = «/(2« — 1) for all «. Furthermore, a2n_x -^2 + \i — a\

a'2. Therefore the 2-periodic continued fraction K(a'n/\) canI; —and a2n -*

serve as a tool to accelerate the convergence of K{an/\). The tails of K(a'n/\) are

y(2„y _ y<oy = _ i + i/; y(2n+1)' _ y(iv _ _ i _ i;- Therefore we get t„ = Aö and

77* = 5 for all n 3= 0. The conditions on | a„ — a„ | are satisfied when we choose

5 = 1 and rx = 0.04, rn = \/204h~ for « > 1. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 3.1,

by using (4.7) and (3.25) that

/TÖ(2«+ 1)(1 +log«)
(4.9)

f-s„if{nY)

f-sM
< i +

<

3 + log «

1 + /ÏÔ(2«+ 1)

1

20i¡ñin + 1)

for« 3=2.
20^«+ 1)

(This bound is valid  for any continued fraction K(an/\), where \a„ — a'n\*¿

l/8(« + l)n3/2, since this is sufficient to have an G £„ for all «.)

10 100

f-s„(f'"y)
f-s„(o) 1.73 • 10" 2.09 ■ 10" 1.06 ■ 10"' 8.17 ■ 10"4 5.96 • 10" 1.068 ■ 10"

Bounds by

Theorem 3.1
9.7 • 10' 8.9 ■ 10-2 7.7 • 10"2 6.1 ■ 10'2 2.3 • 10"2

Table 4.2
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Example 4.2.2. Let K(an/l) be the limit 2-periodic continued fraction where

0.2 . ,. 0.2
(4.10)   Û2n_, = -0.81 + '2n

-3.61
2«(2«-l)z (2«+l)(2«r

and let K(a'J\) be the 2-periodic continued fraction where a'2n_x = -0.81, a'2n =

-3.61 for all «. Then a„, a'„ G E„, where {£„} is defined by (3.27)-(3.28) with a = 0

and p = 0.9. Furthermore, S2(w) is parabolic. (In fact, if a — 0, it can be easily

proved that S2(w) = a\/\ + a2/(l + w) is parabolic and a'x G £,, a'2 G £2 if and

only if a\ = -p2ei2\ a'2 = -(1 + pe'9)2. The fixed point of S¡(w)

The tails of K(a'„/\) are /<2">' =/<0)' = 0.9 and f&+V=fW

t„ = 2.8 and 772*„ = 2.52, 772*„_, = 5.32 for all n. By choosing

0.2 , 0.2
r-,„ -

0.92 • 2«
and

we have

\a„ - a„
0.2

<

2""'   "  1.9-0.9- (2«- 1)'

1 +/<n)'||l +/<"-|)'|
(1-/■>„_,    for all «3= 2,

(«+1)«2        (« + «)(«- 1+«)

with 5=1, and {r„D*_x) nonincreasing. Hence, we get by Theorem 3.1,

(4.11)

1.9((«+ l)/2 — 0.9) \ 0.9-1.9

f-s„ifw)

f-sM

1 +
0.9 • 0.1

0.58« - 0.41

1 +

«(«+ 1)

0.9 ■ n/2 \ 0.9

3.61 .(«+1)     0.9- 1.9 ■«

when « is odd,

0.2

0.9-0.1 /    0.81 ■ («+ 1)     0.9-0.9 •«

2.6« + 0.52

«(« + 1)
when « is even,

for « 3s 1. Again we can organize the data in a table (see Table 4.3).

10 99 100

7-s„(/"")
f-sM 2.09 • 10" 3.85 ■ 10" 9.16 • 10-" 1.37 • IQ"3 3.25 • 10-" 3.98 ■ 10-4 1 • 10" 1 • 10"

Bounds by

Theorem 3.1
8.5 ■ 10" 0.95 0.11 0.55 5.3 • 10"2 0.24 5.8 ■ 10" 2.6 • lO"2

Table 4.3

The bounds for \f - Sn(f("Y)\/\f - S„(0)\ given by Theorem 3.1, are quite rough,

but still of some value. Possibly, better results can be found by using properties of

periodic auxiliary continued fractions more extensively. A comparison with the

result for k = 1 proved by Thron and Waadeland [14], shows, however, that

Theorem 3.1 is compatible. (See §5.)
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Theorem 3.1 also covers other cases of interest. In Example 3.3 it was mentioned

that the auxiliary continued fraction K(a'n/\) could be limit periodic. In the next

example, a„ -» -\.

Example 4.3. Let K(a'n/\) be the limit 1-periodic continued fraction given by

(4.12)
, = _L + _Î_

4       16(« + 6)(n + e + 1)
for all« 3= 1,

L. This continued fraction is known towhere c is a complex constant and 6 3-

converge if |argc|< m or if c 3= -1. In these cases it was proved by Thron and

Waadeland [15] to have the tails

(4.13) /
(nY - /ÍT i

for n 3= 0,
4(« + 0+ 1)

where Re[vT+~cV'|ars0/2] 3= 0 if |c|> 1, Re/1 + c > 0 if |c|< 1. Therefore this

continued fraction can serve as a tool to find modified approximants for a continued

fraction K(an/\), where an -» - \ in the neighborhood of the ray {z G C; arg(z + \)

= arge}.

Let {E^}™=x be defined by (3.17) for/ = 1,2,3,4, with M=l+|c|,a = 0if

c < 0, a = | arg c if | arg c |< -n, and with

1

(4.14) gn =

Sn 2

g?

g?

tP =

if/=l,

2« + 20+ 1

4(n + 0)

«

if/ = 2,

2«- 1

1
0.99

«- 1

2«

if/ = 3,

f or « = 1,

for « = 2,    if/

for « Sí 3,

4,

for all «. Then, for a fixed a, E^ Ç £„2) Ç E¡,3) C E¡,4) for all n. Furthermore,

a'„ G£(l)if |argc|<irand< G£fMf-l < c < 0, for all «.

Suppose K(an/\) is a continued fraction such that an G £^7) for all n > 2 and a

fixed/ G {1,2,3,4). Then, from Example 3.1, we know that K(an/l) converges to a

finite value/, that Sn(f("Y) -»/, and that {|«„|/|«„ +/(")'|}£=1 is bounded by

(4.15)
2(n + 6 + 2 + \Jl + c\) n + 6 + 2 + |/l + c |

Í1 + Re/l + c I cos a + Í Im /l + c 1 sin a cosa

if/ = 1 and |arg c\ <tr

(since Re[(/1 + c — \)e "*] 3* 0, the denominator is always 3= 2 cos a),

2«
(4.16)

2«+ 20 + 3 + 2|/T+~c|

(Re /l + c ) cos a + (im /l + c ) sin a      Re(\/l + ce"'j

if/ = 2,3 and |arg c| < it,
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(4.17)

' + (2*+ 20 + 3)2   I-Ti^TT<l + (« + 0+|)[l+log(« + 0+I)
m= 1

if/ = 2 and c = -1,

(4.18)       l + (2« + 20 + 3)^  2  ~\ <] + [n + 6+ |)[l +log«]
m= 1

if/ = 3 and c = -1,

(2« + 20 + 3)(2#i - 1)[99 + Tm-jA/m]

(3 + 20)[99 + TmjA/m] + 4(« + 0 + 1)
(4.19)    1

<
(2« + 20 + 3)(2«-l)[lOO + log(«-l)]

1 + —;-n-;-',-;:-^— ~ n log «
(3 + 20)[99 + log n] + 4(« + 0 + 1) 5

if/ = 4 and c = -1,

or by

(4.20)
2«+ 20 + 3

Re/TT
if/ = 2,3,4 and c > -1.

Therefore we can use Theorem 3.1 to get upper bounds for \f — Sn( /(n) ) \/\f — Sn(0) \

when |an — a'n\ is small enough for all «.

With t„ = 4(« + 0 + l)2 for all « 3- 0, we get

(4.21) 77„>(2« + 20 + 3)£>0    for all « 3* 0,

where

(4.22) P = 1 + Re/TTc" - -|lm/l +c|,

if -1 < Re/1 + c < 20 + 3 and 7* > 0. (These restrictions are not so severe. They

are, for instance, always satisfied if | c | < 1.)

//

(4.23)
^ 7»2(20 + 3)[2« + 20 + 1 - (20 + 3)rn]rn_x

a"     a" ~~ 16(« + 0+l)2(« + 0)2

for n>2, wTiere 0 < rn *£ 1 and {rn} is nonincreasing, and if -1 < Re/1 + c < 20 + 3

W 7> > 0, then

\f(n) _/(«)'

(4.24)
/ («)

P(20 + 3)(2« + 20 + 3 + 1 /l +c |)
—-rn   for all n 3= 1,

4(« + 0 + 2)(« + 0+ iy

where we use that | an |« |.

In the special case where ¿ |Im/T+T |< Re/1 + c < 20 + 3, (which, for in-

stance; includes the case where |c|< 1), we can use tn = 4(n + 0 + 1) for n > 0.

Thus we get

(4.25) 77„ = 2Re/T+~c -llm/T+TI = 77 > 0,
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and by Theorem 3.1:

If

1
Inn/l + c I < Re/l + c < 20 + 3   a«¿   |a„

D2(\ - r„)r„_

21        ' I inn, 16(n + 0+   l)(„ + fy)

/or all « 3= 2, H>«ere {r„} « a nonincreasing sequence, 0 < rn < 1, i«e«

(4.26)

(n) _  /-(n)'
Z1"1-/

/
(«)

77(2« + 20 + 3 + I/I +c |)r„

4(« + 0+ l)(« + 0)
/oralln> \,

where we use again that | an \^ ^. By combining (4.24) or (4.26) with the appropriate

alternative from (4.15)-(4.20), we get, by (3.7), upper bounds for \f - f* \/\f - fn\.

5. Comparisons with earlier results. Upper bounds for \f — Sn(fin)')\/\f — Sn(0)\

were in more special cases also found in [14 and 7].

The result [7, Theorem 4.1], converted to the notation used in this paper, is:

"Under certain additional conditions we have if lim(an - a'n) — 0 and \an — a'n\^

min{4 \a'n\, iD¿/T0Tx} for « > 1, then

(5.1)
f-sn(f(nY)

f-sn(o)
(n)'|  ^n+Mn + 2  |    "n+1

|Ä„+/<n)'|\2 + 4|/     '77„+,^+,

for all n 3= 1." Here 77„ = inf{77m; «1 3= «}, Tn = sup{im; m > «} and dn =

sup{|am — a'm\ ; m 3= «}. In this case {dn) and {Tn} are nonincreasing and {77n} is

nondecreasing. Suppose the conditions of Theroem 3.1 and [7, Theorem 4.1] are all

satisfied. Then we get, with 7?, and R2 denoting the bounds given by (5.1) and (3.2),

respectively,

(5.2)
^1
R,

= 2 'n+1

»+ I

Vn+14+, + 2rJ/(,,),|7;+17;+2     dn+x

('„+, I \+fin+u'\ -r„+x)Dn+x

The value of (5.2) depends upon many factors. But, since we always have \an.

{ I a'n+11 and rn+, 3= 0, and since we often have Dn+X = Dn

1 +/("+,)'| - t„\fw\ and Tn+xTn+2 = TJn+x > tntn+x (this is, for

'n+1

< D„ = t„n n

instance, the case in Example 4.1), we get in those cases

(5.3)
*, 'n+,|l+/("+,V|+'„l/(n>'l        tntn+xd„ +n+1

R2 tn+]\\+f^Y\ A/n

Furthermore, since {rn} is chosen such that

'n+1 iDn-rn+x)r„/t„tn+x    and    \an+x "n+1»

this suggests that tntn+xdn+ X/Dnrn « 1 in many cases, at least in mean value, that is,

*i ^ tn+x\\+f"+iY\+t„\f(nY\
(5.4) R- in+,|l+/("+1)'

>  1.
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In particular, this is the case if the situation is as described in Example 4.1 with

k = \, since we then can choose {rn}, such that

77„
(5.5) dn+\  -

'n+1

'n'n+l

for all « (77n and tn are constant). Since [14, Theorem 2.11] is contained in [7,

Theorem 4.1], this shows that Theorem 3.1 often gives better bounds for

|/- Sn(f')\/\f- S„(0)| than does [14, Theorem 2.1]. As mentioned in Remark 1

following Theorem 3.1, it is also valid for more continued fractions 7i(a„/l) than [7,

Theorem 4.1] is, and therefore for more continued fractions than [14, Theorem 2.1]

is.

[14] also contains a theorem giving upper bounds for \f — Sn(- 2) l/l/- Sn(0)| m

the special case where an -» - \. It states, among other things:

If I a„ - a'„ \< min{<7/2«a+ ', 1/8}, then

(5.6)
f-SJ-l/2)

f-s„io)
4d(n+ l)(« + 2)

(«+ l)a+i -2d

for all « such that (« — l)"(a — 1) > 2d, where a > 1 and d > 0.

Again, a direct comparison of this result and Theorem 3.1 is not easy. Let us try a

rougher one:

If

0   - Orn-
4(n + 8)(n- 1 +5)

for all « 3* 2,

, < \, then an G £„^, for all « 3» 2, where {£„} iswhere 8 > - { and (1 — rn)rn

defined by (3.17) with a = 0 and g„ = (2« + 28- l)/4(« + 8-1).

Therefore, we also have that K(an/\) and [Sn(- \)\ converge to/, and

(5.7)

\h„+f(nY\ =

+
1

2       4(« + 6)
2« + 26 + 1 +

2^1/(2/ + 25+l) 4(« + o)

for all, « 3» 1 by (3.21). Hence, for k = 1, the result of Example 4.2 becomes:

77

a,+
1 0-Ov

for all n>2,
4(n + 8)(n + 8- 1)

where {r„} is a nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers 3» 1 such that (I — rn)rn+x

\ for all n, and 8 > - {, then

(5.8)
f-S„i-l/2)

f-s„(o)

for all « > 1.

<   1 +
1

2|«„+/(n)'|/4K+,|(« + .5)

2« + 26+ 1

n + 8
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Let 6=7 and

rn=\    when¿/(« + l)""1 > i

r„ = 2d/(«+l)°   '    whenJ/(«+ 1)"   '<

Then

(1 -     ) < -     and 0 - rn)r„-\ 0 -'„V,,-!        rn-l   _       d
\        nFm-x      4    ana    4(;? + 5)(w _ j + 5) ^2 ~ 4„2  ~~ 2«"+1

if <7/«a_l < ¿. With this choice we get, when 7?3 and 7?4 denote the upper bounds

given by (5.6) and (5.8), respectively,

R1= 4d(n+\)(n + 2)     « + 1/2     (« + 1)""' ^

1 • } R4-    („ + i)«+'-2d       2«+ 2 2rf

Hence, the two results are of the same order of magnitude.
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